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cally the s&me as the full gra,de, i.e. -$Téí,, -$'Tbhís : -éRT(s) : -eTéi,
-eTbhís : -eT(s). From the -øT(s)-forms we get a furt'her analogy producing -ëRT(s) in root nouns, and thereafter length spreads into
derivatory suffixes as in *patór, which in turn influence neuters : *líerd,
(29s-9). This is basically convincing, but here again we might not have
the correct history, because a sound law *-ers ) *-err ) *-er cannot'
(and should not) be ruled out (Szemerényi, 'Einführung' 109), i.e. one
should always be ready to accept or at least consider multiple causation
producing a single end result.
I will not repeat, Kurylowicz' achievements well known and proven
from 'Apophonie'. In this version Kurylowicz shows less tendency for
glottogonic speculation than earlier, save for a few hints as suggestions.
Ã"""ri and ablaut are independeni mechanisms that overlap only in a
minor way. Laryngeals are used for the bare minimum, and the monovocalic theory is rejected. All this makes the book rather pleasant
reading. But it is hardly a handbook, however inspiring it, would be.
one should hope that there will be a joint subject index to the whole
grammaï. In this way one could level out, some of the differences
between different, authors and make the handbook a real handbook.
The present volume is a rich source for examples jn internal analysis
and ãnalogy, especially in the proportional notation, and should be
very beneficial for those who now use other notations. In this respect
Kuiylowicz is in principle quite modern indeed, eYen if wrong here and
there. The youngest generation tends to forget that it is as easy to
make mistakes with various rule notations as with analogy, if not
easier, since "psychological reality" is certainly ignored. Even here
Kurylowicz deserves credit for an attempt to incorporate all relevant
factors, at least language-internal factors.
LosAngeles, California
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Lindeman, Ilredrik Otto: Einführung in die Laryngaltheorie.
Berlin, de Gruyter, 1970, hl'-8o, 115 S. (Sammlung Göschen 1247/
1247 a). 5,80 DM.
This introduction might be welcomed for several reasons: it is
neither too long nor too short, it is very well informed and gives much
literature, it is lucid and it is critical towards many wild ideas. But I
must also say that, there is much in it with rvhich I disagree. This will
be evident ifone knows that the author announces (p. 11) that he does
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my Development of the PIE Laryngeals
in Greek (henceforth Dev.). As, then, most of my a,rguments can be
found in Dev., and as the informed reader will hardly flnd any new
argument, the reviewer is at, a loss what to do. I shall note the points
not, accept the conclusions of

where

I

disagree.

An introduction, giving the basis and the frame of the theory, is
followed by a chapter on the necessity of the assumption of laryngeals.
Here Cuny's argument of the zero grade of the disyllabic roots is used
(stirryd,- not from *str?no-, which could only give *stri,qtd,-), also when
before vowel (ëxap,ov not from *é-ltma-om), together with Kurylowicz's
that 3 pl. *pu-n-a-enti would not give Ttuná,nti, but *pund,nti, if a
were a vowel. The Hittite å is another argument.
Follows a systematical treatment of the different developments
according to the position of the laryngeal.
L. starts with three laryngeals (to end with six), fl, being indicated
structurally by the cases with o-vocalism instead òf expected e (dyopa,t

It

I

*-d,eH"-).
ôíðøpl.
is assumed that o was coloured

1*H"el&-,

to aby H, ($ 26 and 39), which is
certainly rrrong (Dev. 128, 166-8). I fail to see why þ.próc is not
acceptable as evidence (as ûøpóç is for -o11r-, S 43). It is true that
(absolutely) conclusive evidence is very limited, but I have never seen
a conclusive counter-argument; L. gives no evidence fbr it. I hope
to come back to the problem elsewhere.
It is denied that PIE had roots beginning with a vowel ($ 29), but
there are (Dev.90; cf. Rix, MüSS 27,102).I admit that for 'to be'
there are arguments for a laryngeal in Sanskrit ($ 35 suastí- trisyllabic
from *su,-Hresti-; Ç 47 d,sat 1*p-Hrs-) but the Greek evidence makes
me doubt, (see however Ruijgh's review of Dev. in Lingua 26, I84,
187tr.). But, one case does not decide the matter.
For Sanskrit, the laryngeal umlaut, giving -í,m- 1-r"ruH- and -"rnH(,4ímø- <'FÎt1"¡mUro-) established by Kuiper is denied. I don't see that,
Renou's "influence possible de l'échange'irfr" can be presented as an
alternative, to explain e.g. éími,ø as instrumental of ód,mi. L.'s a,rgament that sønóti, derives from *sr"tH- (p. 44, 103f. n.56) is contradicted
by the fact that from the sa,me root, sírut- occan:s, which must be
'r's(")nHo-. SkL. ti,mí,ró,- is a case that cannot be explained without
assuming a reduced vowel ('?t"mHro-; *tmHro- would give *tø(m)rø-).
This assumption is also necessary to explain the Greek ø-Bø forms (not,
mentioned by L.), lype xó.patoq; the existence of the reduced vov'el is
denied p.72.
Kurylolvicz has rejected many of his brilliant laryngeal interpretations (he now seems to explain everything through analogy) and L.
follows him. A case (p. 46 n.23) is 1 sg. cul{á,ra against 3 sg. cahã,rø,
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explained a,ccording to Brugmann's Law (short o in open syllable is
lengthened in fndo-Iranian) from *þtt¿-þusv-Ilre : l$e-lçuor-e. His argument for abandoning it is not convincing: the disyllabic roots (*føgonHr-Hre : *]e-ÇonHr-e) should have short ø in both forms. However,
it is easy to assume that the group of disyllabic roots followed the
general pattern 1 sg. -ri- : 3 sg. -ø--. More important is that we have
several categories where the same explanation works: 1. 1 sg. pf. Act.,
type cølú,rø I *þus-þuev-Hre; 2. causatives, type ja,ná,yati I *ÇonHré!e-tí,; 3. aorist Pass., type d,jani, < xé-gonHr-í,; 4. second member of
compounds , type øja-gørá,- < -golHo- 1 (o indicated by Skt. g, laryngeal
by gõrnd,-); 5. isolated forms: já,nø- 1*ÇonHro- (yóuoç); samá,- I
*somHo- (åpóç; laryngeal indicated by sí,md- < *s(")mHo-).
There can hardly be any doubt about the interpretation.
ïn $ 52-55 a development HA > gA (Hu ), ww) is assumed:,,vielleicht ...
noch vor dom Aufkommen des quantitativen Ablauts entstanden". Often dubious developments are placed far back in the prehistory of PIE, perhaps because
we know as little of such phases as of tho supposed developments. The idea is
wholly unfounded. I doubt l,he process. Optative forms as Skt. d,eydm, 6oír¡u are
concerned, which seem to derive fi:orn *d,eH"-ieHr-m. Hore I am inclined to
believe that analogy was at work 1in Sanskrit, ¿ introduced from the plural,

*d,øH"'iHr-me

)

)

*d,a-î,-ma,

*døma, I{offmann, Pratidãnam

from the plural *d,eHr-iHr-me

)

3; in Greek -r-

ôorye-).

The problem *pö(i)-lpz- is not, broughi, nearer the solution ($ 56-61). L.'s
suggestion of root forrns *pel-, *pei,H-lpleH- with dissimilatíon *p!eH- ) *peHis unacceptable: *pej- is not, attested, and t'he dissimilation-there is not even a
possibility of dissimilation.

Aspiration in Indo-Iranian is accepted, for tenues and mediae. It
would have been useful to point out which laryngeals and which consonants are affected, e.g. in the following way:

laryngeal
aspirates

If ,

II,

Hs

H

k

Ithd,nøti,

g?

há,nu-

t?

púnthø70

d

sød,hnsthød,uhi,td,r-, mahd,-

g

sthd,-, rá,tha-, -sthø etc.

t
s

As far as

I

?

ahó,m

know p is nerrer aspirated, and 11, never aspirates.

1 Burrow, BSOAS 20, 1957,13I-44 has shown in an important article that,
the word cannot have had gù-, since then we would have nu¿ *gã,r-.It cannot,
then, be cognate wil}l ptþpritoxa elc.; Burrorv connects it rvith OIr. geli,rl, Lltø l,

being confi.rmed by gi,hiti.

43

*lt'auziøn
$ 74, dubitatively formulated, should not havo been written: Gerrt.
ftorn*-elH" H"ous- (the supposed root, of 'ear') wit'h HII > It', while ciz¿odrl¡ would
even have taken over the (an) -ø of a preceding word. Of course, dt¿oóø and
*hctuz,jan simply represeni, * H rlcou,s-.

L. is very critical towards the hypothesis of laryngeals becoming
or w, y, Lhat are all based on the interpretation of a few scattered
facts. "Die vorgebrachte Evidenz ist aber meistens recht, zweifelhaft
und z.T. unklar" is the conclusion ($ 77) with which I fully agree.
There is an important part of the Indo-Iranian evidence r,vhich is
swept away (p. 104 Anm.), a,nd some of it is not, even mentioned. Not
mentioned is the fact that often Avestan zero corresponds to Indian ø,
e.g. aynlté : uarante, brd,aõti : nxra,o'i'ti, gybhitá'- : garapta'', gøbhirá'- :
jafrø-, pá,ri,r.tas- ; pøranøh-(rsønt-). T}rerc can be only one conclusion:
Avestan lost the consonantal laryngeal, and, more important, Indian,
and Indian alone, vocalized this laryngeal (Kuiper, I{otes on Vedic
IrToun-inflexion, p.24tr.). This allows of two general conclusions:
1) the laryngeals were preserved down to Indian and Iranian (separately; and, therefore, lo alllE languages) ; 2) a consonantal laryngeal
could be vocalized. On the last point L. is not clear: the Yowel (e.g. of
Lat . d,atus) would not be a reflex of a vocalized laryngeal; "man dürfte
in solchen Fällen häufig (i. e. not always?) mit ursprünglichen Gruppen
von Laryngal und einem anaptyktischen Vokal rechnen" (p. 88), but
also: "Vielmehr möchten rvir tlns hier an einer phonematischen Notation halten: . . . Schwundstufe 'klCH-tó-|" (p.Ag). It is to be regretted
that the badly needed clarity is lacking here. The vowel is called
anaptyctic: but one that arose in PIE (and then to be expected elsewhere, not only near laryngeal;note lhabL. denies reduced vowels) or
later ? If it is later, it is of little importance, if it is in PIE, did there not
exist forms *CH-to-? They are evidently to be expected (the groups are
not, more difficult than many others), which is why L. at the end
posits them. But most important is this: theoretical considerations
(as: vocalization of a laryngeal is difficult) are necessary, but facts are
primary. Sanskrit (for one) sholrs that consonantal laryngeals (not
,H or H", for then Avestan would also ha,ve had a Yowel) could be
vocalized: why then obscure the discussion with ¿ùnaptyctic Yowels'
that only crea,te difficulties unnecessarily?
lc

Indo-Iranian presenüs more interesting matelial. There are also cases where
both Avestan and Indian have ø: did Avestan also vocalize, bttt loss often, or
must

vç-e

assume vocaìic laryngeals for

PIE

(as

I{uiper did, l.c.)? Then there are

the Sanskrit, paracligms, where i appears to belong to the sòrong cases, zero to
the others: itini,ma iánn'tanas, uá,ni,tã tsøntrá'. TIere Lhe same two possibilities
suggest themselves: did Inclian vocalize in some cases and not, in others, or do
we have PIE vocalic lar¡mgeals beside the consonantal ones?
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The interpretation of Hittite may be summarized. Vocalizationto a,
is denied. Hrand .F/, appear ash, Hr as zero. The difficulties that remain are solved by introducing voiced laryngeals. Thus for ø instead
of expected q,h or hø a,l, ($ 28) or H, ($ a2) is assumed, for unexpected
eh a I.I, ($ 44).That this fl, is voiced is concluded (g 35) from the fact
that here å is mostly written single, while å îeaî ct, is written double
(hh).lJowever, this gives the picture that Hrand H"disappeared when
voiced, while voiced 11, remained a separate phoneme, and voiceless
HrandËl, remained separate phonemes while voiceless Ë1. disappeared:
this is improbable and shows that these are ad hoc assumptions. On
the evidence for (voiced) H, L.remarks: "Die meisten der vorgeschlagenen Zusammenstellungen sind aber recht unsicher" (p. 37) ;
the better cases he gives are: a,ppa, and pøi-'give'. That is not a very
safe basis to postulate a PIE phoneme. For (voiced) fl, there are d,aand pa-ø-as-2,i, for fl, mehur etc. I think that one started from the
cases with initial h- and concluded lhat H, disappeared, while Hrand.
.É/, remained. But the development in anlaut may be different from
that in inlaut. (That the position w&s a, decisive factor seems to me
evident from the 2 sg. ending -ti, not mentioned by L. Pedersen's
connection of it with Skt. -thØ I -tHre, and his suggestion that the ú
in Hittite was by the laryngeal protected from assibilation, seems to me
convincing and gives -tHrí,.We must then conclude that Hrdisappeared
in this position.) IVe could as well start from inlaut and conclude from
pa,-ø-øs-zi, that H" there disappeared and from mel¿ur (the connection
wiíh *meHr- ) mê- 'measure' seems to me very probable) that fI, is
retained in that position. The graphic difference h: hh-if a reality
at all (L. is very careful)-might as well simply continue Hr: H,
while É/, disappeared. I v'ould like to add that e.g. hapí,s'sheep' might
be *Hrou'ís, not, *H"ey,is. But let's 'wait for Mittelberger's book on the
subject.
I might consider in this connection the probability of a second
group of laryngeals. L. follows Andreev in considerirg /1, ; Hr: H,
as palatal: neutral: labio-velar (î:: r:7ø). I think this is right2, or at
' f o"oul¿ like to propose to replace the inadequate symbols for the laryngeals by û (r'), ø and ø" (øo). The use of capitals (Í1, A E O) ís awf:ul, A etc. are
specially inadequaúe to denote consonants. 2 also is inappropriate for the

phonetic reality, and unnecessarily has a diacritical mark; also tho sign a would
then be free to be used for what it is intended to represent,, a reduced vowel
(ùhough for clarity's sako wo should at present retain the clumsy symbol
f followed I(uiper in using ñ, but the sign is typographically difficult. The ø ").is
extremely simple and adequate. Instead of three signs to distinguish the lary-ngeals (r, ,, ,) we could do lvith two (^ or ' ancl u o, o), the same as used for the
gutturals; also the simple ø (: IIz) is the most frequent. For the vocaÌic form,
if it existed, ø makes no difficulty. A difficulty gives the laryngeal of unknown
colour; one could .use ür.
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least a probable working hypothesis. (I am convinced that the attempts
to explain a,way one of the series of gutturals have failed. The existence
ofthe three laryngeals strongly confirm this, and vice versa.) Ilowever,

he then adds his voiced set (f : y : yu), comparing the voiced set of
gutturals (A' g : g" beside fu : h: lú).I think this is wrong, for then we
would immediately expect aspirated laryngeals. Look at the structure
of the PIE phonemic system we would get:

r) (b)
tddlù

bh

rcggn
1^

kssh

Icu

gu

g"h

NU

,'y
vu

y'

X'or aspirated. laryngeals, however, there is no evidence.

I would like

in this connection to object to the words: "Es hat wenig Zweck, wie
Martinet . . . mit Recht betont, ein fùr allemal eine bestimmte Anzahl
von idg. Laryngalen ansetzen zu wollen" (p. t00). To my mind this is
very useful. It has become a pastime to set up laryngeals on theoretical
considerations. Of course, we must, work with an eye on the structure
we (re)build, but the facts, derived from comparison, are decisive.
Theories have no value in themselves. We should stop confusing theory
and facts. ff somebody builds up a theory for which he cannot adduce
facts, he should not publish it.

But let us return to our problem. L.'s attempt to place the six
laryngeals he assumed in a structure is a legal one, only his solution
is not probable. On the basis of the indications that the laryngeals in
many respects (notably in root formation) behave as s I would suggest:

,6
îc
g
k
þu gu
tddhs
p
(ó)

Ah H, (or ù)
gh Hr(orr)
guh H, (or ru)
bh

That there is no corresponding labial is no serious drawback; the
labials a,re often less well represented ('Labialscheu'), as there is hardiy
evidence for PIE ó. As regards the assumption of voiced lar¡rngeals,
they could be added here, but I think they are improbable, because
there is no opposition s : z. Thus the structure conflrms the facts and
vice versa, because I see not enough evidence to set up a new series of
laryngeals- at present.
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does not accept that the opposition
preserved
in Greek. I tried to demonlaryngeals
was
three
the
between
strate this in Dev., but I have not convinced L. Let me remark that
his explanation of the e of äae¡.toç as due to analogy of a verb *dver¿ ot:
*àv-et, "eine l]mbildung eines athematischen *àva'rt: Skt. d,n'iti"
(p.91) is an eloquent testimony to the improbability of L.'s view:
from *&ta-zl we might as well expect *åta-ø (cf. å.gó'a from tipo1*HrerH"-), but most important is that there is no trace of such a
verb-and in general influence from forms supposed to be lost seldom
solves a problem. I note that L. considered prothetic vowels for
èveyxeí.u, ðaot and. êpé (p.70f.); if so, he must accept H,,2 e. I should
also like to point out that he supposes that his six laryngeals were to a
large extent preserved in Hittite (H, + Ht : Hy H z * Hs iflt). trf there,
why not in Greek? We come up here to a more important question,
i. e. that the author says he rejects the Indo-Hittite hypothesis, but
in fact uses it. He even calls all IE languages except Hittite 'indogermanische' Sprachen, vøhich should not be allowed even for brevity's
sake. Compa,re p. 9t: "Ziemlich früh fand in der Form der Grundsprache, die den 'idg.' Sprachen zugrunde liegt, ein Zusammenfall verschiedener 'Laryngale' statt"; this is the Indo-Hittite hypothesis.
I have demonstrated in my book that we fild as much e and o as a as
prothetic vowels and that prothel,ic vowels rnostly occur in the same words as in
Armenian, lhal S.Hr, &Hr, &H" gíve Rq, Ra, Ra before consonant, eR, aR, oR

Finally another important point where L. takes a step backwards.
He holds lhat yH etc. before consonant first became ! etc. There is no
necessity to assume such an intermediate phase, and therefore we
should not assume it. We cannot abandon the principle of looking for
the simplest explanation. If we can explain A directly from Y, we are
not allowed to introduce an intermediate X only because it is possible.
Methodically we should therefore do without f. Of course, Greek Rr¡ :
Ra : Ra show that SHr: $,Hr: $H" were preserved (unless we should
&ssume îr, (r, {").
Conclusion: There are many essential points on which I disagree
with L. These points are: 1) (re)introduction of f etc.; 2) his hesitation
to accept vocalization of the laryngeal; 3) introduction of a set of
voiced laryngeals; 4) colouring of o by Hr; 5) the development
Hy> AA; and his reject'i,on of: 6) the survival of the opposition
between the three laryngeals in Greek, 7) the explanation of Attic
reduplication, 8) the explanation of the exceptions to Brugmann's
Law, 9) the vocalization of laryngeals in Sanskrit only, 10) laryngeal
umlaut in Sanskrit, 11) the assumption of reduced rro\rels for PIE,
12) the existence of roots beginning with a vowel; and 13) his dangerous
inclination to the Indo-Hittite hypothesis.

I would like to add one new piece of argument. The form ¡tãtuuf can
only be explained from an element *sr"n- and a second element beginning with a laryngeal, which is indicated" by the ð- of öw[,i.e.*srgt-Htnoglt- (see my article in Orbis 20, 1971, !38-42). This confirms
WHz ) pat, i.e. the existence of the three original laryngeals in Greek.
Of course one could suppose an original *pduuf with the a replaced by
a afler the d- of övu€; but then the prothetic vowel must have been d,-,
i.e. *ãau[. The d- must, then be secondary, aft'er *ongh'<*(H)onghor 'kH"engh- (Lat'. ungui,s; assimilation is excluded &u(;(r)a, &.pÁyðú'ou,
d¡tuðtç, àprJua, å4n3ooø). This form however is not found in Greek. Of
course it might have existed . . ., but are such chains of possibilities

Hoffmann, Karl: Der Injunktiv im Veda. Eine s5'nchronische
Funktionsuntersuchung. Heidelberg, Winter, 1967, 8o, 298 S. (Indogerman. Bibl., 3. Reihe, Untersuchungen). Geb. 58 DM.

will be short on Greek. L.

Oegstgeest, The Netherlands
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before vowel, that these two arguments ane confirmed by ühe negative adjectives
wit}r ar¡-, ttd-, va- (frorn tp-Hr-, &-He-, &-Hr), and that bet'r,veen consonants t,oo
we find e, c, o where we expect them.

probable

?

To my mind it is hard to understand how one ca,n prefer Kurylowicz's second explanation-by analogy-of the Attic reduplication
above his first,laryngealistic one (p. 71f.). In Dev. I22f.I pointed out
that this second attempt is extremely improbable.

The Vedic unaugmented. forms traditionally called injunctives
have taxed the interpretive powers of Vedicists and Indo-Europeanists
since the tirqe of Brugmann and Delbrückl. We have before us an
exhaustive treatment of this grammatical type and of its place within
the Vedic verbal system. The subtitle of the work clearly states what,
the author has set, out to accomplish; in his own words (39) : "Die synchronische lJntersuchung, welche noematischen Kategorienz eine
1 A srirvey of previorrs studies treating the injunctive is given on pp. 27-34
of the introduction. To these may now be added the author's paper Das l(atogoriensystem des indogermanischen Verbums, MüSS 28, 1570, 19-41, and J. C.

Wright, The so-called Injunctive, BSOAS 33, 1970, 184-199.

2 The noeme (Noom) and noemic (noematisch) caùegories are discussed on

pp.37-38 (with ftns.25-27) of the introduction: ,,Dabei sei 'Noem' als die
kleinste Einheit dessen, was man 'meinen' kann, definiert." (37)

R,. S. P.
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